This paper presents microwave measurements of azymuthal asymmetries in the accelerating fields of the SLAC disk-loaded waveguide. These field asymmetries lead to RF phase-dependent beam steering which can be detrimental to operation of linear accelerators in general and of the SLAC Linear Collider in particular. Introduction The work presented here was motivated by two questions, the first one left over from an old unexplained observation in the SLAC linae, the second one prompted by a practical requirement of the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC). When the SLAC linae was being designed, it was understood that amplitude asymmetries in the accelerating fieldl which had been observed along the x-axis (see Fig. 1 Fig. 2 . The principle of the measurement
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The work presented here was motivated by two questions, the first one left over from an old unexplained observation in the SLAC linae, the second one prompted by a practical requirement of the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC). When the SLAC linae was being designed, it was understood that amplitude asymmetries in the accelerating fieldl which had been observed along the x-axis (see Fig. 1 ) of the input and output coupling cavities of the disk-loaded waveguide (DLWVG) would lead to RF-dependent transverse beam deflection. As a result, the amplitude asymmetry was almost entirely corrected by a mechanical offset of the couplers. The phase asymmetry along the x-axis which was discovered after beginning of linac construction could not be corrected by a mechanical change within each section and it was compensated for by an alternation of the coupler orientation according to a scheme called (abab-baba). After the linae was put into operation, it was found that the coupler corrections had indeed been quite successful in compensating for field asymmetries along the x-axis of the couplers, but that other steering effects, both in x and in y, were apparent. is that if a small bead is placed inside an RF excited structure at coordinate (x, y, z), the perturbation causes a small amount of power to be reflected, whose amplitude Er(z) is shown in Fig. 3 and given by: 3643 across the structure at z and E, is the incident wave amplitude which is proportional to P(z). The reflection coefficient at the bead is then p(z) = Er(z)/Ei(z). The reflection coefficient which is measured at the input of the section is p(O) = Er(O)/Ei(O). For an attenuation per unit length a, it is easily shown that
This is an interesting result because it shows that for a constant-gradient structure where for any integer n, E (x, y, z) = E (x, y, z ± nd), p(O) is independent of which cavity the bead is in and only depends on x and y. Assuming that Ei(O) is constant, the square root of Er(O) measured in the reflected arm of the reflectometer is then proportional to E(x, y, z). Fig. 4 ) but phase variations were recorded for every single cavity by means of an x-y recorder (see Fig. 5 ). The points in Fig. 4 were obtained for a grid of 12 points per cavity in each plane (x and y) as shown (z=O, ±d/4, ±d/2, x and y = 0, ±0.5 cm). The amplitude plots show the effect of the space harmonics.4 As is well known, these are collinear and all in phase in the center of the Er(z) = K E2(X,) Ei(z)
where K is a constant which depends on the bead, E(x, y, z) is the electric field at the bead, P(z) is the forward power flowing The phase measurements were made much more systematically in each cavity because, indeed, most of the past beamsteering observations had been cosO-like. Figure 4 shows the 1200 phase advance per cavity characteristic of the 2ir/3 mode used at SLAC. Note the difference between the plots for x and y = 0 and those for x and y = ±0.5 cm. This difference can be better understood by looking at the solid line phase variations (leading on-axis and lagging off-axis) shown in Fig. 5(a) which exhibit "phase bowing" as one approaches the disk radius where the phase is more nearly stationary. In the first 70 or so cavities, the phase bowing exhibited mirror symmetry with respect to the z = 0 plane of the cavity. In the last few cavities, however, it assumed a shape like in Fig. 5(b) . This gradual flip-over seemed to be related to the thickness and dielectric constant of the string and is briefly discussed below. The uncertainty introduced by this observation was eliminated by turning the structure around, thereby switching input and output. Then the downstream cavity patterns looked again as in Fig. 5(a) Fig. 5(b) when the needle was half-way through the section. Although this effect is not well understood, it is suspected that it has to do with the local p(z) which, toward the output of the section, is 3.12 times larger than at z = 0, i.e. 0.25, due to attenuation. When p(z) reaches this magnitude, the perturbation measurement loses its validity.
(c) The positioning of the needle in x and y was made repeatable to 0.05 mm. This was verified with a boroscope. The drive mechanism shown in Fig. 2 consisted of a motor and three anti-backlash gears which drove the string by means of two parallel micrometers, one at each end of the section. The micrometers tracked to within 10 microns of each other. The effect of the catenary of the string was minimized by only sweeping it in the horizontal plane. The section was rotated by 900 to scan the section in the other plane. The z-coordinate of the needle was checked frequently by driving it to one end or the other of the section. The center of each cavity (z 0) was located by searching the plane for maximum p(O).
